This paper presents a new approach to the multi-agent coverage path-planning problem. An e cient multi-robot coverage algorithm yields a coverage path for each robot, such that the union of all paths generates an almost full coverage of the terrain and the total coverage time is minimized. The proposed algorithm enables multiple robots with limited sensor capabilities to perform e cient coverage on a shared territory. Each robot is assigned to an exclusive route which enables it to carry out its tasks simultaneously, e.g., cleaning assigned floor area with minimal path overlapping. It is very di cult to cover all free space without visiting some locations more than once, but the occurrence of such events can be minimized with e cient algorithms. The proposed multi-robot coverage strategy directs a number of simple robots to cover an unknown area in a systematic manner. This is based on footprint data left by the randomized path-planning robots previously operated on that area. The developed path-planning algorithm has been applied to a simulated environment and robots to verify its e ectiveness and performance in such an application.
Introduction
Coverage path-planning can be described as the task of finding a route by a given vehicle in a cluttered environment that ensures a complete coverage of the target area. This is a fundamental problem with numerous real world applications such as cleaning interiors, robotic demining, lawn mowing, car-body painting and machine milling [1] . A number of coverage algorithms have been proposed and been employed in di erent real-world applications. The majority of these algorithms is based on single robot and strives towards minimization of the repeated coverage area. However, exploring an unknown environment with a single robot has several disadvantages. Most importantly, application of single robot is very time consuming, especially where the coverage area is relatively large. The use of multiple robots can expedite the coverage mission and thus improve the e ciency of operation measured in terms of covered area per unit time.
In recent years, multi-robot coverage has drawn increasing attention among researchers and engineers in various fields. Deterministic approaches for multi-robot coverage path planning have been used to cover specialized environments that may often cause repeated coverage [2] . Butler [5] developed a distributed cooperative coverage algorithm, Distributed Coverage of Rectilinear environments (DCR), which is derived from an earlier complete single-robot algorithm Cooperative Coverage of Rectilinear environment (CCR). Cortes [7] presented con- * E-mail: mdahsanhabib26@gmail.com † E-mail: msalam@univdhaka.edu ‡ E-mail: NH.Siddique@ulster.ac.uk trol and coordination algorithms for groups of vehicles where the author focused on optimal coverage and sensing policies. Non-deterministic approaches include the use of neural networks [3] and swarm intelligence [4, 6] . Some researchers use dynamic roadmaps to coordinate robots' behavior over the desired region [8] , or partitioning an environment dynamically without the need for global communication [9] .
Aforementioned techniques can be classified as either heuristic or complete coverage path-planning. A considerable amount of research exists in the field of complete coverage path planning. Complete approach has the advantage of removing any doubt that the robot has successfully covered a target region. However, the complete approach demands high quality sensors such as ultrasonic sensor or laser rangefinders in order to obtain a map of the environment if explicit knowledge (geometry) of the coverage area is unavailable. Moreover, it also requires higher on-board computational power [10, 11] than simpler robots. For most practical cases, computation of a path covering the whole area is not a feasible option. An approximation is thus necessary for computation of path coverage. Moreover, the high cost of sensors required by the complete-coverage approach is eventually hindering the commercial development of such robots. At the moment, the majority of commercially available mobile robots are based on random path-planning algorithms equipped with few sensors such as magnetic encoders and contact or non-contact collision detection [1, 13] . The popular iRobot Roomba [14, 15] vacuum cleaner relies on a very simple, reactive architecture to clean floors using impact sensors and limited use of infrared sensors.
In artificial intelligence, reactive planning [16] refers to a group of techniques for action selection by autonomous agents. These techniques di er from classical planning in two aspects. Firstly, they operate in a timely fashion and hence can cope with highly dynamic and unpredictable environments. Secondly, they compute only one next-action at every time instant, based on the current context. The major disadvantage here is the utmost ine ciency caused by multiple overlaps of the cleaned path, which leads to waste of time and energy. To combat this squander, the random movement of the robot has to be constrained in a systematic manner. That means adding planning ability to these simple robots can improve their performances in terms of coverage area per time unit, which eventually saves consumption of time and energy.
An attempt has been made to develop a multi-robot coverage strategy that directs a team of simple robots to cover an unknown terrain in a systematic manner based on footprint data left by the randomized path-planning robots previously operated on that area. It would be very di cult to cover the area without visiting some locations more than once, but emphasis has been given to minimize the frequency of such events. An e cient multi-robot coverage algorithm should yield a coverage path for every robot, such that the union of all paths generates an almost full coverage of the terrain and the total coverage time is minimized.
Therefore, the objectives of this research are: (i) to identify a path for each robot such that each robot is responsible for covering a di erent region. Thus it ensures a minimal overlap between coverage of the robots, which, in turn, will maximize coverage area with minimum time, and (ii) to generalize an algorithm to be applicable to a group of simple mobile robots with few sensory capabilities to ensure its industrial interest.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II addresses our problem definition and modeling assumption. Section III presents the proposed path planning algorithm. Results from the simulation and the experiments are presented in section IV. In section V, conclusions are drawn and the future scope is discussed.
Problem Formulation
The path planning problem for arbitrary devices is first and foremost a geometrical problem. This problem is related to covering salesman problem which can be described as follows: A salesman wants to meet a set of potential buyers. Each buyer specifies a compact set in the plane, his neighborhoods, within which he is willing to meet. For example, the neighborhoods may be disks centered at the buyers locations, and each disk' s radius specifies the distance that a buyer is willing to travel to the meeting place. The salesman wants to compute a tour of shortest length that intersects all of the buyers' neighborhoods. In our cleaning path planning problem, the salesman is represented by a circular robot of radius R; buyer denotes special points, called nodes, in the work space which are all at least 2R distance apart from each other and the neighborhoods specify a compact set of points in the work space which are all within distance R from each node location. Similar to the covering salesman problem, the proposed motion planning technique plans the shortest length trajectory for single and multiple robots that intersect almost all the nodes in the workspace. This implies the paths generated contain a minimum number of repeated nodes. The problem generalizes the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) in which the areas specified by the buyers are single points, and consequently it is NP-hard. This has paved the way for the use of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) in these types of problems. GAs has been recognized as one of the most robust search algorithms for complex and ill-behaved optimization problems. The basic characteristic which makes GAs attractive in solving such types of problem is that they are inherently parallel search techniques.
GAs and evolutionary methods have extensively been used to solve the path planning problem, such as in [17] , where a co-evolutionary method is used to solve the path planning problem for two articulated robot arms, and in [18] , where GA is used to solve the path planning problem in non-structured terrains for planet exploration. In [19] , an evolutionary algorithm is used for both o -line and on-line path planning using a linked-list representation of paths and particle swarm optimization based on ant colony optimization is used to solve a similar problem in [20] .
Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms have become increasingly popular for simultaneous optimization of a problem over a large number of dimensions. A number of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms have been proposed and used in a wide variety of application domains, such as engineering, industry and science [21] [22] [23] .
In 1993, Fonseca and Fleming [24] first introduced a Multi-Objective GA (called MOGA) which used the non-dominated classification of GA population and ranked based fitness sharing techniques [25] . Since then, this algorithm has been proved to be very e ective in designing various types of controllers where several design objectives and constraints are to be met which are often in conflict. To name a few, Chipperfield and Fleming demonstrated a very e ective application of MOGA in designing and controlling of a gas turbine engine in [26] where as many as nine conflicting design objectives were optimized simultaneously by satisfying corresponding goal values and several design constraints. Dakev and co-workers employed MOGA in [27] to design and control an electromagnetic suspension system for a maglev vehicle where seven conflicting design objectives were optimized simultaneously by meeting several constraints. Other examples of MOGA' s successful use in solving high dimensional complex optimization problems can be found in [28] and in [24] where the numbers of design objectives considered in optimization process were ten and seven respectively. In [29] , Alam and Tokhi employed MOGA to design multi-modal command shapers for vibration reduction at end-point of a single-link flexible manipulator system where six design objectives were optimized simultaneously. All aforementioned successful applications of MOGA in solving complex optimization problems of high dimensions have encouraged current researchers to utilize its potential in the multi-agent coverage path-planning problem.
As mention earlier, Roomba' s coverage path planning is based on a reactive architecture. Thus the path traversed even by a single Roomba may be subjected to repeated coverage which decreases the mission e ciency considerably. In case of coverage performed by multiple Roombas, the amount of wastage, both in time and energy due to overlapping in coverage, is large. Thus it is a great challenge to develop an algorithm which attempts to assign each individual of a team of such an ine cient but simple robot a path that will considerably increase the team coverage e ciency.
For localization, Roomba uses odometry which is a method of measuring the distance travelled by a robot. Roomba typically does this through measuring wheel rotation via odometry encoder sensors. The distance is computed by averaging the encoder values on each wheel and converting the values to millimeters.. Thus encoder data can be turned into information about the location. Roomba vacuum cleaners are equipped with firmware that records the wheel encoder data as well as the status of the robot. At the end of each run, data for distance moved i.e., change in rotational angle can be retrieved and used to create a map of the path that the Roomba has travelled while vacuuming. Location data from several runs can be combined to produce a rich set of free configurations and their interconnecting collision free paths. However, a problem with this localization approach is that the odometry readings are often very inaccurate. Over time, the error in position estimation will get further and further away from reality.. The e ectiveness of the proposed path planning algorithm heavily depends on reliable localization of the tracks followed by the mobile robots. Lowcost accurate localization techniques such as External Fixed-Position Camera [30] or Blue Whale Indoor Position System [31] can be employed in addition to odometry to create the topological map.
In this work, a technique is developed to generate randomize paths which represent the footprints of a random path-planning mobile robot for several runs. Figure 1 shows the simulated room and the generated paths for eight di erent runs. The axis of the figure shows the coordinate system considered for the simulated environment. The initial position of the robot for each run is marked with a black rectangle. For simplicity, it is assumed that the simulated robot can move only forward in a straight line, turn around on its own axis to change direction and have a collision detector to avoid obstacles. The mobile robot moves in a closed workspace (indoor area). This area is described by a 2-D map. The map includes a finite number of static obstacles. Data points regarding the paths followed by the simulated random path-planning robot for several runs are collected and fed into the path-planning algorithm. In this path planning algorithm, a module works on this data to construct a graph whose nodes are free configurations and whose edges correspond to collision free paths interconnecting these nodes. The graph is then used by genetic algorithm optimizer to produce a set of paths optimized with respect to (i) degree of repeated coverage committed by individual paths in the set and (ii) the amount of mutual path overlapping existing among them. This optimal combination of optimum paths is termed the Optimum Path Group (OPG). Each optimal path belonging to the OPG can then be used by the corresponding mobile robot for e cient coverage of the area. The OPG is defined as follows:
For N robots, let S = [P 1 , P 2 , · · · , P N ] be a set of N cleaning paths correspond to each of the N robots. Clean (Pi) is the number of distinct nodes to be visited by the ith robot when it follows its designated path.
the. It is proportional to the portion in a workspace that is cleaned by the ith robot. These measures represent the cleaning performance of the path P i . Individual_C lean (S) is the union of the individual cleaning performance of each path in the set S.
Group_C lean (S) is the group performance of the set S. It is determined by counting the number of distinct nodes present in paths comprising set S. Then S represents the OPG if for every S ′ that can be generated from the graph
Since both objective functions ( (2) and (3)) are important and conflicting in nature, it is usually di cult to find one solution which is best with respect to both objectives. So there exist a number of solutions which are all acceptable. In such cases, the conventional GA algorithms, which are single objective in nature, hardly provide suitable solutions satisfying all competing objectives. Such search problems can often benefit from an e ective use of parallelism, in which many di erent possibilities are explored simultaneously in an e cient way. Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) [24] has this ability to find multiple optimal solutions in a single run.
Let C over (S) be the area swept by all N robots combined when each follows its corresponding path of the OPG S. C lean (S) is the portion in a workspace that is cleaned by N robots. Then (C lean (S) /C over (S)) × 100 is the percentage of area swept by N robots that is non-overlapping. Thus this measure which is termed as 'OPGaeperformance' indicates the performance of the OPG S.
The main drawback in assessing the e ectiveness/performance of any multi-objective algorithm in practical problems or applications is that, the true Pareto front is not known or available with which the derived solution set can be compared. The objective of the paper is to find the combination of optimum paths for each robot, which is termed as OPG. Ideally, OPG represents Pareto-optimal solutions. Here, OPG for a given work-space is unknown and cannot be calculated by mathematical or theoretical means. If designed properly, the solution set in a multi-objective optimization process, in general, converges towards the Pareto optimal front with an increasing number of iterations (or generations) but the maximum number of iterations required to generate solutions converging to the true Pareto-optimal set is di cult to state where the Pareto font is unknown. In such cases of applications, multi-objective optimization processes, in general, are chosen to run for a predefined relatively large number of iterations so that the nondominated solution set does not improve significantly along objective domains. So the non-dominated solution set, obtained after a predefined large number of iterations, can be termed as near Pareto optimal solutions. In this paper, the generated non-dominated Cleaning Paths set, obtained at the end of predefined number of iterations, are assumed to be closer to OPG and; thus will be referred to as Near-OPG group or Non-dominated OPG.
Proposed Path Planning Algorithm

Mapping
In this work a standalone module is dedicated to convert the free configurations and their interconnecting collision free path to a graph. The module comprises of two components; one determines all the intersection points between the free paths and the other is used to construct the graph. The intersection points and their connections are added to the free configuration sets and free path respectively. A graph is then constructed whose nodes are free configurations and whose edges correspond to collision free paths interconnecting these nodes.
Let R = {V, E} the road map generated for our robot, where V is a set of free configurations and E is a set of edges representing collision free paths. The graph constructed from the set of simulation paths shown in Figure 1 is represented in Figure 2 . Further modification is made on R which considerably reduces the number of nodes and even identifies new free configuration space which was left unexplored. R consists of a set of independent polygons whose sides bounded unexplored or unclean area. All such possible independent polygons are determined from the graph, and their corresponding internal untouched area is calculated. If this area is zero or less than the smallest furniture that can possibly present in the room, then the group of nodes representing the polygon is replaced by a single node comprising the free configuration space bounded by the polygon. This region is termed a 'Cell'. Adjacent Cells are then merged to form a larger Cell thus further reducing the number of nodes. The process is shown in Figure 3 . However in this work, searching of potential Cells is restricted to three and four sided figures. Thus not all potential candidates for Cell are taken into account. This severely limits the number of Cells obtained from the graph shown in Figure 2 . Figure 4 shows the construction of Cells from the Graph. Since the configuration space of a cell is known, a coverage path can be readily determined in each cell, composed of simple back and forth motions.
This motion as shown in Figure 5 is commonly known as Boustrophedon motion [12] . In this motion, the robot crosses the full length of the Cell in a straight line, turns around, and then traces a new straight line path adjacent to the previous one. By repeating this procedure, the robot covers the entire cell with almost negligible overlapping in coverage. However this approach in motion can guarantee complete coverage of the Cell only when it is applied to Cells which are convex polygon [12] . So, in this path-planning algorithm the Cells formed by merging as shown in figure 4 are decomposed into monotone polygons [32] as shown in Figure 6 . Here the polygons are partitioned into y-monotone parts. So, the robot performs coverage by sweeping horizontally across the cell. When the robot enters an "unclean" cell, the Boustrophedic motion [12] is planned as shown in Figure 7 , and then it is moved to the next node as planned. When the robot enters a "cleaned" cell, it simply plans a path through that cell to the next node in the path list. It is observed that almost forty to sixty percent of the nodes are reduced through this process depending upon the number of run of the random path-planning robot considered. This method serves several purposes: (i) to reduce considerably the computation for path-planning; (ii) to create nodes with multiple links; (iii) to introduce highly e cient boustrophedon motion; and (iv) to identify new free configuration space.
Genetic Algorithm Optimizer
As mentioned in section I, the cleaning path-planning problem needs to satisfy multiple objectives simultaneously. To solve such a multiobjective optimization problem, this paper presents a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm that uses a fixed-length chromosome representation.
The proposed path-planning algorithm begins with the construction of graph from the trajectories left by random path-planning mobile robot. The genetic optimizer then works on the graph to search a non dominated set of Optimum Path Group or Near-OPG. In addition to the graph, the number of robots N to be considered in the path-planning, the initial position of the robots, the number of nodes comprising each individual path and the size of the population to be created for each robot are passed as arguments to the GA optimizer function.
The proposed path-planning algorithm involves two genetic optimizers, one is used to generate paths with good individual performance for each robot and the other, a nested GA optimizer, search for possible candidates for the Near-Optimum Path Group from di erent combinations of those paths.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is given as: 
Population generator:
The population generator serves two purposes. It creates the initial random population for each robot and also creates new individuals for each robot during the insertion process. The cross-over operator, discussed later in this section, produces new individuals which highly resemble the parents. As good parents in this situation have better chance to produce child with good fitness, this prompt the design of a population generator which produces 'good' individuals to accelerate the evolution process. The strategy employed to accomplish this task is that during the formation of each individual from the graph a record is maintained to keep track of the visited nodes. The probability of selecting those visited nodes again in the same individual declines sharply in proportion to the number of times its being previously selected. Thus it reduces the chance of multiple overlapping in each individual.
The initial population for each robot is considered sequentially. The objective values for each individual in the population are evaluated and based on that the genetic operator acts to create new individuals.
Objective function:
For each individual path (P i ), the individual cleaning performance, C lean (P i ) is measured. It is the number of distinct nodes followed by the robot when it follows the path (P i ).
Individual performance value = f 1 (x) = C lean (P i )
Crossover:
The crossover operator employed is similar to the edge recombination operator [33] . It creates a path that is similar to a set of existing path (parents) by looking at the edges rather than the vertices. It is based on an edge map, which lists the neighbours of each node in any parent. The node map for the parents is generated by taking the first parent and recording its immediate neighbours. The same operation is performed on the second parent. The two lists are then merged and duplicates are ignored. Then to create the child K, the following algorithm is employed 1. Let K be the empty list 2. Let N be the first node of a random parent. of performing well on the region it formed because it evolved there over time according to its surrounding. One disadvantage of this approach is that only one child is yielded out of recombination.
Selection:
The selection process is based on the individual performance of each individual in the population. Fitness is evaluated for each individual. For a given path x; let max_ind_performance be the maximum individual performance of the population.
Among these solutions the selection operator makes duplicates of good solutions and eliminates weaker solutions in the population, while keeping the population size unchanged. The selection method used is Roulette Wheel Selection as it is the most common method used in conventional GAs.
Insertion:
In this genetic algorithm optimizer, the mutation operator is not employed. So in order to maintain genetic diversity in chromosomes of one generation to the next, insertion operator is used instead. The recombination operator produces half of the o spring population. The remaining half of the population is provided by the insertion method. As mentioned earlier, the insertion method invokes the population generator module for the production of new o spring
Evolution:
Let P 0 (population) be the set of S initial cleaning paths for a robot generated by the population generator. The evolution process begins by letting P 0 create a new generation P 1 . This creates new generation P 2 and this process continues till the end of the predefined number of generations. Generation P j+1 is created from P j according to the following algorithm · Let P i+1 be empty · While size of P i+1 is less than S/2 -Randomly pick two distinct individuals from P i .
-Process recombination of these individual to obtain a new child. * Add child to P i+1 · While size of P i+1 is less than S -Generate a new child by a random walk on graph * Add child to P i+1
Nested Genetic Algorithm Optimizer
This Genetic Algorithm Optimizer function is called each time a set of new o spring is generated for each robot. It works on N di erent populations corresponding to N robots to determine the potential candidate for Optimum Path Group. In addition to the N distinct population, the nested GA optimizer function also receives the individual performance
The pseudo code of the Nested GA optimizer is given below: 
The size of each individual is N and the number of such individuals considered is M. An example of two path populations is shown in Figure 8 .
Say the nested GA optimizer receives 2 distinct path populations [Pop 1 , Pop 2 ] corresponding to 2 robots from its caller as shown in Figure 9 . Here, the population size is 4 and the size of each individual is 4. Table 1 shows individual paths for each population.
The nested GA optimizer generates a population in which each individual is a combination of two paths, taken randomly from each Pop i . Table 2 below shows one such example. Here the number of groups considered is 4.
Objective function:
For each individual, the number of nodes c i ∈ V that is not being visited by any of its component paths is determined. Let that number be T . Then the group performance f 2 (x) of a path x is where q is the total number of vertices present in the graph.
Selection:
The selection process is based on the group performance and the individual performance of each component in the population.
Fitness is evaluated for each path as shown below.
are the corresponding individual performances where
Total individual performance:
Let max_total_ind_performance equal the maximum of the total individual performance and max_group_performance equal the maximum total group performance, then: Figure 9 . (a) Before Crossover (b) After Crossover.
Out of these solutions, selection operator makes duplicates of good solutions and eliminates weaker solutions in the population, while keeping the population size the same. Roulette Wheel Selection method is used in this case.
Crossover: Figure 9 shows the crossing of two individual selected randomly from the population. In this case, the number of robots considered is 4. The cross site along the string length is chosen at the middle and the contents of the right side of this cross site are exchanged between the two strings. The process creates two new strings.
Mutation:
Each individual is considered sequentially and is selected for mutation with a probability of 5 percent. From the selected individual 
Results
In this section, a comparative assessment is made between cleaning performances of the mobile robots using two di erent path planning techniques: (i) random search; and (ii) the proposed multi-objective genetic optimization process. Figure 1 shows a set of randomly generated lines and their intersecting points. Each line represents the path followed by the mobile robot for a simulated single run. Figure 10(a) shows the graphical representation of the graph R = {V , E}. to the nodes list. The number of nodes reduced to 138. So the size of nodes decreased by more than 50%. The robots considered in the simulation were all identical with dimension 1m by 1m. The minimum area occupied by furniture in the room was taken as 50m 2 .
The example shown in Figure 11 was one of the best cleaning paths for a single robot obtained after 50 generations of evolution with 150 individuals in initial population set. Since the path was generated for only one robot so the nested GA optimizer was not employed. Here each individual size was 60. The nodes were numbered in the order in which the mobile robot had been planned to visit.
Optimal path for two robots was obtained using genetic algorithm as shown in Figure 12 . There was no overlapping between the two paths. The size of the population taken was 150 and the size of each individual was 25. The solution was obtained after 30 generations. Here, nested GA optimizer was employed to determine the Near-Optimal Path Group. The size of the population taken for this optimizer was 50 and the evolution process was run for 50 generations. Figure 13 shows cleaning performance results of two such runs of the GA based path planning technique. The figure also shows cleaning performance by two robots using random path planning. The random paths and the planned paths considered here were all of the same size; that is they consisted of same number of nodes. The random paths were all taken from the paths left by the randomized path-planning predecessor and curtailed to the size of planned paths (25 nodes). Four di erent pair combinations of these random paths were chosen randomly and their cleaning performance is evaluated as shown in Figure 13 . It is evident from the figure that the proposed path planning algorithm can generate paths with no or little overlapping and the area cleaned is far larger than that of the random lines. Since planned path was generated over predecessor paths so increasing their number will definitely have a positive impact on the cleaning performance of planned path. Figure 14 shows the near-optimal path obtained for four robots with the application of genetic algorithms to the graph shown in Figure 10 (b). The initial position of the robot is marked with a black rectangle and the overlapping segment in the path is shown with blue lines in the figure.
Here the initial position is chosen deliberately. Better performance by GA optimizer is seen when the initial position is more scattered. It is evident from the figure that despite using a large number of robots, the overlapping is almost negligible. Each robot is assigned with paths covering di erent regions of the workspace. The solution is obtained after 40 generations. The size of the population taken is 150 and the size of each individual is 16.
Four instances of cleaning performance by four robots using the proposed genetic path planning are shown in Figure 15 . Six combinations of four random paths are also taken into consideration and their OPGaeperformance is shown. In the above comparison it is clear that the genetic optimizer generated much better path than its random path planning counterpart. Figure 16 shows the optimal path obtained for six robots. The solution is obtained after 40 generations. The size of the population taken is 150 and the size of each individual is 10. Here the initial position of the robots is also deliberately chosen and is marked with a black rectangle. The size of the individuals in the population is smaller than previously taken because the number of robots considered is larger. This minimizes the probability of overlapping between paths generated by the GA optimizer. As seen in the figure, the overlapping is almost zero and the paths cover di erent regions of the workspace. 
Conclusion
This paper discussed the problem of finding e cient coverage paths for a team of robots. A system has been developed which simulates a mobile robot wandering randomly in a simulated room. Location information of the followed paths from several such runs is collected. The path-planning algorithm used this data to generate optimal paths which can considerably improve the e ciency of the team e ort of multiple coverage path-planning robots. The path-planning algorithm is based on a genetic algorithm technique.
The method provides an alternative to conventional methods of path planning. The algorithm incorporates both coordinated and randomized aspects in order to exploit the best of both methods. In one hand, it assigns robot a specific path in order to maximize the e ciency. On the other hand, it is applicable to simple mobile robots with few sensors.
One significant advantage provided by the proposed coverage path planning technique is that the robot does not require detail knowledge of the map of the workplace prior its operation; which is indeed very difficult to obtain. The algorithm basically generates its own map from the available path history of the robot' s previous operation in that region.
Like the map-based approaches, another benefit of this algorithm is that a path can be generated more e ciently using this map. This is because constructing the map requires one time fixed-cost and then using the map to generate paths requires a small cost each time. Thus this has an overall saving over planning paths several times using the conventional path planners. The disadvantage of this approach is that it does not guarantee complete coverage but the path can be incrementally improved, so that a cleaning robot performing routine cleaning every day can continually increase its productivity. Another disadvantage of this approach is its performance dependency on the positioning sensor accuracy. Highly accurate positioning sensor is essential for the method to work properly. Currently, research is going on in tandem to develop a high precision positioning sensor [26] which is compatible with this method. Although the present paper investigates the twodimensional mobile robot case, the algorithm can easily be extended to three dimensions or a higher dimensional configuration space.
In the experiments, the search for potential cells from graph is restricted to polygons with three and four sides. The performance of the search algorithm for polygons with higher number of sides may be considered as a future investigation. In this investigation, the random path based on which GA optimizer generates the near-optimal path, is assumed to be composed of straight line for simplicity. It is expected that the proposed method is equally applicable to paths generated by real world random path planning robots such as Roomba. The maximum number of robots considered in the experiments is restricted to 6 as the higher number of robots seems redundant considering the size of the room. The initial position of the robot is arbitrary and deliberately chosen for the experiments. The computation time depends on several factors: size and shape of the room; size, shape and position of obstacles; number of robots used and their initial position. The performance of the proposed method also depends on these factors as well. Future investigations will focus on impacts of abovementioned factors on cleaning performance and coverage area. Also e orts are underway to implement the proposed method in real robotic systems.
